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JUSTIFICATION

According to Mair (2013), between the 1990s

and the 2010s, a void has been growing between

citizens of Western European democracies and

their political parties. Mair points to four signals:

a long term decline in voter turnout, an increase

in electoral volatility, weaker party identification

and a strong reduction in the number of party

members. Evidence of this seems unambiguous

although it is less unambiguouswhy this happened

and what role citizens and parties played in this.

Among the theories that have been tackling

the disengagement of parties, four are of particu-

lar relevance: the emergence and dominance of

the catch-all party (Kirchheimer 1966); the emer-

gence of an “audience democracy” dominated
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by media experts (Manin 1997, see also Sartori

2000); the emergence of “electoral–professional

parties” (Panebianco 1988); and finally Katz and

Mair (2018)’s cartelization theory describing how

parties stopped offering competing and diversified

choices to voters (especially concerning the gov-

erning of national economies) and started instead

colluding among each other to maintain their sta-

tus. The theories that instead have focused on

the disengagement of citizens point to the fact

that, in Western politics, the traditional “cleavage

structures” that emerged in the 1920s, and that de-

fined the shape of the party systems into the 1960s

(Lipset and Rokkan 1967), have blurred (or all

but disappeared) because of generational cultural

shifts driven by the successes in mass education

(see Inglehart 1977) and more recently because

of the emergence of new sources of socio-cultural

conflicts linked to the globalisation (see Kriesi

et al. 2012; Norris and Inglehart 2019).

If the multi-causal process that has progres-

sively detached citizens from traditional parties

was already visible in the late 1950s with Lipset

(1959) declaring the “post-politics phase” ofWest-

ern democracies, it is only in the 2010s that a

political response coupled with sufficient elec-

toral mass became visible in a number of political

systems. The actual effect of this response varied

across countries. In the UK and in the USA,

mainstream parties survived but national poli-

tics was profoundly transformed by the electoral

results of 2016. In Spain and Germany, new

political parties acquired exceptional electoral sig-

nificance directly challenging mainstream parties.

In France and Italy, the general elections of 2018

were won by two parties that did not exist ten

years before.

This paper moves from the assumption that

political participation and representation that re-

spectively connects citizens to parties and then

indirectly to political power are profoundly mean-

ingful for citizens because a source of “civic

dignity” (Ober 2012). As citizens and party drift

apart, the functions of “channelment” and “expres-

sion” (Sartori 1976, Chapter 3) played by parties

are compromised and so is the citizens’ perception

of self-governance and of their “capacity to do

things” (Ober 2008). This perception generates a

feeling of discontent and resentment.

I agree that the void created an opportunity

for a political actor – “either the populist or the

ostensibly non-political expert” (Mair 2013, 20)

– to emerge and reap the demand of citizens to

reassume political relevance and power. But this

paper does not focus on the response of the party

system. It focuses instead on explaining the rise
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of new political actors with the changes in the

composition of citizens’ electoral demand as they

adjust to the realisation of being humiliated and

disempowered.

Italy’s Five Star Movement (M5S) erupted

spectacularly into the national political system

with the general election of 2013, arguably captur-

ing a wide and deep resentment against traditional

institutions – political but also economic, social

and cultural. If a very similar discontent and

resentment was to be found at the same time in

different Western electorates, only the M5S was

able to capitalise so effectively on it due, first, to

the structural fragility of the Italian party system

– which twice since 1994 was taken over by an

entirely new political actor, and second, to the Ital-

ian socio-economic context dominated by chronic

economic and political distress.

The electoral success of the M5S in 2013 and

2018 offers the opportunity to measure the relative

importance of the discontent and resentment that

followed the detachment of citizens from parties

in determining new voting patterns in a country

that is united by a very low level of political

distrust but divided by very significant differences

in terms of economic development and social

capital endowment.

CONTEXT

The Italian general elections of March 2018 saw

the significant growth of the popular support for

two anti-establishment parties: the League (for-

merly Northern League) and the M5S. The two

parties gained 10% percentage points and 7% re-

spectively from the 2013 general election, and

together in 2018 obtained the vote of more than

50% of the electorate. Among the major parties

running for Parliament in the 2018 elections, the

League, formed as Northern League in 1989 (Pas-

sarelli 2015, 224), was the oldest while the M5S,

founded at the end of 2009 (Vignati 2015, 24),

was the most recent.

Analyses of the electoral inflows show that

both in the 2013 and 2018 general elections, votes

for the M5S came almost equally from the left

and from the right (Pedrazzani and Pinto 2015;

Bordignon 2018; De Sio and Schadee 2018). Ac-

cording to Diamanti (2014), the Movement pro-

posed a message of radical discontinuity that was

effective in appealing to voters unsatisfied for

multiple reasons with the political situation.

The anti-establishment politics of the Move-

ment did not share the same roots of the anti-

establishment politics of the League. The League

reclaimed the centrality of local identities and

interests against the interests of denationalised
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global elites but, in line with other European

radical right parties, did not challenge the repre-

sentative arrangement of government nor the role

of parties (see Mudde 2007). The M5S ideology

was instead defined by the radical critique of the

entire ecology of representative institutions and

by the subsequent proposal of institutional reform

to favour more direct forms of government (see

Gerbaudo 2019, Chapter 2).

If both the League and the M5S targeted the

political establishment, the former proposed to

replace it with one that was closer for sentiments

and views to the people, the latter asked for it to

be made redundant by a more direct involvement

of the people. Applying the four theoretical types

of anti-politics proposed by Mete (2010), the

League can be ascribed to the category of “internal

anti-politics” while the M5S (in this sense, an

“anti-party party”) to the category of “active anti-

politics”. Continuing with the same typology, the

League shaped its anti-political message “from

above”, with its leadership targeting the political

distress of “passive” segments of the electorate

and aiming to plebiscitarian support. The M5S

instead, “from below”, targeted with its message

the “active” segments of the electorate – or at

least imaginably active, since only a minority

was factually active – aiming to direct form of

popular support and to leverage a political distress

mainly rooted in people’s perception of playing

an undignified role in the political system. If

both the League and the M5S benefited from the

ressentiment of the electorate, the anti-politics

message of the M5S was arguably more capable

of capitalising electorally on the dissatisfaction

directed towards the system of institutionalised

politics thanks to an identity shaped around the

idea of direct democracy and thanks to the fact

that, of course, the League was in power for a total

of more than 10 years between 1992, when it run

for the first time in a general election, and 2018.

Given the Italian socio-economic context in

the 2010s and the campaign the M5S run in 2013

and 2018, two drivers can explain the roots of

the support for the Five Star Movement: dissat-

isfaction with the inner functioning of the politi-

cal system and dissatisfaction with the economic

situation as delivered by the same system (see

Ceccarini 2018; Bordignon and Ceccarini 2019).

Measures of economic distress and political

distress such as respectively the unemployment

rate and the level of distrust towards political par-

ties started to increase after 2006 and remained

comparatively high between 2013 and 2017 (see

Figure 1). The simultaneity of the two trends

makes both factors legitimate explainers and, in
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FIGURE 1. Unemployment rate and trust towards political parties in Italy.
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Notes: Based on Eurobarometer data (trust towards political parties) and Istat data (unemployment rate).

fact, also support the argument that both con-

tributed in some form. The rest of the paper is

dedicated to exploring what role economic and

political distress played in the rise of the Five Star

Movement.

APPROACH

According to the American Psychological Associ-

ation, if stress is a general “response to internal

or external stressors” (Stress 2015), distress is

instead “the negative stress response” or also “a

negative emotional state in which the specific qual-

ity of the emotion is unspecified or unidentifiable”

(Distress 2015). For example, “stranger distress”

is “the infant’s negative behavior, typically cry-

ing, [that] allows no more specific identification

of the emotion” (Distress 2015). Following this

definition and its terminology, I intend political

and economic distress as people’s negative re-

sponse to the status of politics and the economy

respectively.

In the case of economic distress, I can use both

a measure of the subjective qualification of the

response and an objective measure of the stressor:

the unemployment rate or the condition of being

unemployed. In the case of political distress, I can

instead only use the subjective qualification of the

response to the dysfunctionality of politics – the

stressor – which understandably escapes a precise

measurement. In both cases, the subjective quali-

fication of a state of distress must be considered
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as influenced by both direct and socially mediated

experiences. For example, a state of economic

distress can be caused by the prospect of losing

my job or by the prospect that somebody close

to me might lose it. Similarly, a state of political

distress can be caused by being individually dis-

empowered or by the political disempowerment of

somebody else or of a group. The existence and

the severity of a state of distress, either political or

economic, is not conditional to its capacity or de-

sire to communicate it. This is important because,

as we will see in the next sections, the subjective

qualification of the state of economic distress is

often uncorrelated to the objectively measurable

unemployment rate or personal condition of being

unemployed.

Political participation and voting are two mea-

surable behaviours that I argue are directly in-

fluenced by the state of political and economic

distress. Importantly, the causal link run from the

state of distress to the behaviour and not necessar-

ily from the subjective qualification of the state of

distress (although, of course, I assume them to be

strongly correlated). In this sense, it is possible to

imagine the effect of economic distress on voting

even if there is no perception or communication

of distress.

Political participation can help to determine

the importance of economic distress relatively

to the importance of political distress as a deter-

minant in the widespread electoral support for

the M5S. My assumption is that, ceteris paribus,

political distress tends to increase the propensity

to enter political participation more than eco-

nomic distress; because if participation directly

addresses the causes of political distress by em-

powering people – especially if participation takes

place in the context of a political project that is per-

ceived as successful, it does not directly address

the cause of economic distress. In the context of

a movement such as the M5S, if political partici-

pation certainly signals political distress, it also

signals an active form of anti-politics, different

from passive anti-politics which can be thought

of as political distress without politicisation.

In Figure 2, I present a causal diagram connect-

ing individual behaviours, stressors and the type

of response to stressors: either political or eco-

nomic distress. Of the two observed behaviours,

participation and voting, only the first can be

thought, a priori, more likely to have a political

cause since, as I already noted, direct political

participation can be assumed to reduce political

distress by increasing a sense of political empow-

erment. In this sense, economic distress is less

likely to cause participation than political distress
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because political participation does not produce

any immediate economic benefit.

There are two challenges in researching and

measuring the effects of political distress which

can lead to a desire of increasing the citizens’

weight within both the system of government

(i.e. authoritative public decision making) and

in the formation of the public opinion (this di-

archic distinction is proposed by Urbinati 2014).

First, in Italy, the perception of political distress

is an almost universal sentiment. According to

the long-running Eurobarometer survey, between

1997 and 2017, on average 84% of Italian respon-

dents declared not to trust political parties and

according to a large multi-year survey conducted

by Istat (the Italian National Institute of Statis-

tics), Italians declared to trust political parties on

average 2.3 on a 0-10 rating scale between 2013

and 2016. Second, actual political participation

besides voting is a rare behaviour that usually does

not leave any record. In the absence of records,

only opinion survey can measure participation but

generally the sample is not large enough to allow

any inference from its measurement.

The research is operationalised by measuring

at different aggregate levels as well as at the indi-

vidual level, the four factors indicated in Figure 3:

political distress, economic distress, participation

and voting. Economic distress is measured by

joblessness and by a subjective perception of eco-

nomic insecurity. Political distress is measured

by the level of trust towards political institutions.

Voting is captured by survey questions and mea-

sured by electoral results for geographic areas at a

different level of aggregation: from regional level

(first-level administrative division) to the level

of comune (third-level administrative division).

Participation is both measured by self-reported be-

haviours captured by an opinion survey and by the

records left on Meetup.com by the organisation

of local events. Data from Meetup.com allows

operationalising the analysis also at the level of

small aggregates (comune). The assumption that

participation in the Five Star Movement is only

and directly caused by political distress implies

that participation – which is precisely measured

both spatially and temporally by the Meetup.com

records – is an unconfoundedmeasure for political

distress. Consequentially, when a direct measure

of political distress is not available, meetups are

considered to be a proxy variable for measuring

the effect of political distress on voting.

DATA

The variables presented in this section and coded

from multiple sources including from electoral
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FIGURE 2. Causal diagram relating individual behaviours, sentiments and perceptions
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FIGURE 3. Causality links among ecological
and individual factors
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data, census data, Meetup.com data and survey

data are used in themultivariate analysis described

in the next section.

Geographic data

Geographic (or ecological) data is used at two

levels of aggregation: at the level of region and at

the level of comune. Between 2013 and 2018 the

number of comune decreased from 8092 to 7957.

The decrease was mostly due to 44 comune being

joined together between 2013 and 2018 with no

variation affecting neighbouring comune. In one

case, a new comune was created by aggregating

parts of different comune.

For the purpose of analysis, when the bound-
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ary of a comune changed between 2013 and 2018,

a new geographic unit is created by aggregating

the minimum number possible of comune to allow

the sum of the values of their ecological variables

to be longitudinally comparable (for a map of

the 2013 and 2018 comune see Figure A1 and

Figure A2 in the online Appendix). For each geo-

graphic unit used in the analysis, the 2011 census

sections that are within the limits of the geometry

are identified and the sum of the demographics

of all the census sections is associated with the

geographic unit.

Election result variables As of 2018, the M5S

participated in two general elections, in 2013 and

2018. In this paper, I use the results from the

election of the Chamber of Deputies for both 2013

and 2018 (the electorate of the Senate of the Re-

public is restricted to citizens who are 25 or older)

at the level of comune (municipality). Electoral

results were collected from the website of the

Italian Ministry of Interior (Dipartimento per gli

Affari Interni e Territoriali 2018). The variables

measuring the electoral support for the M5S are

two: the variable measuring the percentage vote

for the M5S in each geographic unit in the general

election of 2013 and 2018 and for each comune,

the variables measuring the average percentage

support for the M5S in the neighbouring comune

within a radius of 10 km in both general election.

Figure 4 shows the vote for the M5S in the

general elections of 2013 and 2018 by indicating

at the level of comune the distance in percentage

points from the national average. In 2018, the

territorial distribution of the M5S electoral sup-

port concentrated in the Southern comune. This

is also confirmed by Figure 5; in the South, the

M5S in 2018 general election increased its elec-

toral support in almost every comune while in the

North, with only a few exceptions, the support did

not vary.

The significance of the geographic distribu-

tion of the M5S electoral support must be read in

the context of the historical divide separating the

North from the South, which can be traced back

the 14th century (see Putnam 1993); the South

has a precise geographic definition and includes

the territories of the Kingdom of Naples (extend-

ing over the Italian regions of Apulia, Basilicata,

Calabria, Campania, Molise), the Kingdom of

Sicily and Sardinia. The divide is captured by the

majority of social and economic indicators. No-

tably, in the period analysed in this paper (but also

since the Italian unification), the South registered

a much higher unemployment rate than the rest

of the country and on average lower household

income levels; between 2005 and 2016 the income
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FIGURE 4. Votes received by the M5S (comune level, 2013 and 2018)

2013 (national vote: 25.7%) 2018 (national vote: 32.67%)

−50%,−30%−30%,−10%−10%,−5%−5%,+5%+5%,+10%+10%,+30%+30%,+50%

Notes: Difference from the national mean in percentage points. Based on data published by Italy’s Ministry of the Interior
(Dipartimento per gli Affari Interni e Territoriali 2018).
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FIGURE 5. Difference of votes received by
the M5S in 2018 over 2013 (comune level)

−50%,−10% −10%,−5% −5%,+5% +5%,+10% +10%,+50%

Notes: Percentage difference. Based on data curated by
Italy’s Ministry of the Interior (Dipartimento per gli Affari
Interni e Territoriali 2018).

FIGURE 6. Unemployment and household
income in 2015 in 261 (EU statistical region
level)
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of a household in the South could be expected to

be about 6,000 euros (or one third) less than the

income of a household living in the North and the

unemployment rate almost 8 percent points higher

(or more than twice) than the unemployment rate

in the North. Figure 6 compares the clustering

in two distinct groups of the Italian regions over

these two variables against regions of other 26

European Union countries.

Spatial variables The spatial variables are three:

the population density measures the population of

the comune divided by the area, the distance from

the center of the comune to the closed city with

10,000 residents of more (which varies between 0

and 166 km) and a binary variable indicating if the
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unit is located in the North part of country. The

variables of population density and distance from

large cities are only used at the level of comune

and are meant to control for remoteness and level

of urbanisation. The binary variable North/South

is deemed necessary for historical reasons but also

because of the electoral territorialisation of the

Movement in 2018 and because of the relevant

social, economic, political and cultural differences

between North and South.1

Demographic variables Among the demographic

variables, unemployment indicates the percent-

age of the workforce that is out of a job. At the

level of comune, the variable refers to the figures

reported by the 2011 census of the population as

unemployment is regularly measured only at the

provincial level or above. At the level of the region

the variable indicates the level as reported by Istat

for the corresponding region and year. The em-

ployment rate and the workforce participation rate

1The regions that are assigned to be part of the North

macro-region are Piedmont, Aosta Valley, Lombardy,

Trentino-South Tyrol, Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia,

Liguria, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, Umbria, Marches,

and Lazio, while the regions that are assigned to be

part of the South macro-region are Abruzzo, Molise,

Campania, Apulia, Basilicata, Calabria, Sicily, and

Sardinia

both measure the percentage of workers (members

of the workforce) over the total number of people,

the first is reported by Istat at the regional level

every year while the second is calculated for each

comune from the 2011 census. The variables on

foreign population rate and foreign African pop-

ulation measured respectively the percentage of

the total foreign population and the total foreign

population from African countries over the total

resident population of the geographic unit: at the

level of comune the variables are compiled ac-

cording to the figures reported in the 2011 census

while at the level of region they are based on data

reported annually by Istat. The variable on the

population older than 65 years of age is based on

census data at the comune level and on annually

reported figures at the regional level. The vari-

ables on housewives rate (within the workforce)

and population with a degree are only measured

at the level of comune based on data from the

2011 census and measure the percentage of house-

wives over the total size of the workforce and the

percentage of residents with a university degree.

The variable on per capita income is measured in

10,000 euros and computed from annual figures

published by the Ministry of Finance at the level

of comune (Dipartimento delle Finanze 2018);

it must be intended as a measure of the average
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per capita income in the geographic unit and is

estimated by dividing the total taxable income

declared for a one fiscal year in a geographic unit

divided by the number of taxpayers in the same

unit.

Social capital variables Three variables are used

to capture the local endowment of social capital –

intended as the local strength of social norms that

facilitate social actions and operations: turnout in

the 2016 referendum as reported by the Ministry

of Interior (Dipartimento per gli Affari Interni e

Territoriali 2018), the number of registered blood

donors in 2014 in each region over the resident

population (Catalano et al. 2016) and the number

in each comune of registered members to non-

profit associations over the resident population

as reported by the 2011 census on industry and

services conducted by Istat. Turnout in referen-

dums and participation in nonprofit associations

are proposed as measures for social capital by

Putnam in his book on Italian civic traditions and

democracy (1993, Chapter 4). Blood donation

is instead proposed more recently in the Italian

context by Guiso et al. (2004) and Crescenzi et al.

(2013).

Meetup.com

Meetup.com is an online platform to organise and

promote onsite events. Users (also “members”)

are registered to a group, which can be either be

public or private. Groups organise events on a

date and on a location. The M5S started using

Meetup.com in July 2005, after the platform was

linked in a blogpost published by the Movement’s

founder and leader Beppe Grillo.2 Characteris-

tically, the process of creating a group (also a

“meetup”) thematically linked to the Movement

was totally decentralised. Although the Move-

ment initially maintained an online list of groups

that were officially recognised (see Lanzone and

Tronconi 2015), the actual number of groups of

sympathisers of the Movement was always signif-

icantly larger.

The Application programming interface (API)

of Meetup.com provided access to information of

public groups and related members and events.

Data from Meetup.com was collected in five dif-

ferent instances between August 2014 and July

2018. The data collection process started by

querying the API with keywords to find groups re-

2The original post, in Italian, is still available from the

Internet Archive Wayback Machine: https://web.

archive.org/web/*/http://www.beppegrillo.

it:80/2005/07/incontriamoci_m_1.html
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lated to Movement.3 Consequentially, the groups

included in the analysis are not limited to those

officially recognised by the M5S; every group

that was active at the time of the query and that

mentioned the Movement or Beppe Grillo in its

description was included. Subsequently, the API

was interrogated for details about members and

organised events (past and future) linked to each

group. Each group and each member was associ-

ated to a set of geographic coordinates (latitude

and longitude) rounded to the second digit. Each

event was associated with information concerning

the time of the event, the number of members that

responded to the invitation to the event and to a

set of geographic coordinates rounded to the sixth

digits indicating the venue of the event.

Based on the information provided by the

API, the number of active groups related to the

Movement decreased between 2014 and 2018,

from 1883 worldwide to 1302. At the same time,

the size of groups tended to increase: the median

number of group members increased from 35 to

50 and the proportion of groups with 50 or more

members passed from 39% to 50%. This suggests

a process of consolidation of groups that occurred

after 2014, with smaller groups being abandoned

3The query strings used were

beppe+grillo, movimento+5+stelle,

movimento+cinque+stelle and m5s.

in favour of bigger groups. Meetup.com charged

a monthly fee to maintain a group which in the

case of the M5S had to be entirely covered by the

members.4 According to the data, 61% of groups

found in 2014 by querying the API were not found

anymore in 2018 while 56% of groups found in

2018 were already active in 2014. Information

about suppressed groups (including related events

and membership) were not available through the

public API at the time of the data collection.

Overall, the dataset on which the analysis

is based contains information relating to 2876

groups – of which 85% were found to be pub-

licly accessible during at least one data collection

process, 234,064 events organised over a span

of 13 years between July 2005 and July 2018

and 144,035 members. The proportion of public

groups decreased over time: in 2014, 85% of

the groups were public while in 2018 only 77%

were public. The number of private groups is

notable but it must be noted that the proportion

of public groups is still significantly higher than

the response rate in common surveys, which by

making a portion of the sample invisible intro-

duce a potential selection bias that is qualitatively

4Themonthly fee was set at USD 19 dollars in 2005 and

in 2018 to USD 10 for groups with up to 50 members

and USD 15 for bigger groups.
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similar but quantitatively much more relevant.5

Information about events and members of non-

public groups was not available from the public

API of Meetup but information about the geo-

graphic coordinates of non-public groups was in-

stead available. This allows investigating whether

ecological variables are significant predictors for

the publicity of a given group. At the level of

comune a few variables are observed to be sig-

nificant predictors of the public visibility of the

group (see A1 in the Appendix for the regression

results), in particular, whether the comune is in

the North (negative predictor for the publicity of a

group), its unemployment rate (positive predictor),

its distance from a large city (positive predictor)

and the average per capita income (positive pre-

dictor). Predictions based on the logistic analysis

indicate that ceteris paribus it is more probable

to observe a public group in a Southern comune

(82% against 79%), in a high-unemployment co-

mune (88% against 76% in the South and 86%

against 71% in the North) and in a remote comune

(83% against 79% in the South and 80% against

75% in the North). An analysis of these results is

out of the scope of this paper. It is sufficient to say

5For comparison, the effective response rates to nation-

wide surveys of voters were reported to be 22.5% in

Australia in 2016 (Cameron and McAllister 2016) and

50% in the US in 2016 (DeBell et al. 2018).

that if the differences are statistically significant,

their size is not sufficient to introduce any relevant

bias.

A dynamic representation of the data can help

to appreciate the pattern of diffusion of groups,

membership and the frequency of events. The top

panel of Figure 7 shows for any given month the

proportion of the Italian population residing in

a comune where at least an event was organised.

The middle panel shows the absolute frequency of

events organised during each month and to which

at least one member registered. The top two

panels point to a similar pattern of expansion and

contraction both in terms of territorial diffusion

and frequency of activity. Activity significantly

increased in the run-up to the general election

in February 2013, peaked after the European

Parliament in 2014 and receded between mid-

2014 and the end of the time series in 2018.

Two factors could help explain this trend. First,

it is possible that the mobilisation around the

M5S political project followed the dynamics of

a “protest cycle”, in which a diffusion phase is

followed by an exhaustion phase when people

retreat to their regular occupations and routines

as the movement enters an institutionalisation

phase (Tarrow 2011, Chapter 10). Second, it

is also possible that the organisation of events
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progressively migrated to Facebook, the primary

communicational channel used by the Movement

leadership and also an essential coordination and

recruitment tool. Notably, Facebook does not

charge any fee to users: this might have convinced

the smaller and more peripheral groups (where

the individual cost was necessarily higher) to

close their Meetup.com groups and to organise

the events on a Facebook group page.

There is clearly no single way to create a

variable measuring the relevance of meetup events

or, better, its effect on the host polity. Data from

Meetup.com provides information about the time

of each public event and the precise location of

venues. In coding a variable capturing the effect

of meetup events, I made three assumptions. First,

the effect of a single event is limited in time and

space. Second, for a given period of time and

for a given location the effect of the frequency

of events is non-linear: the organisation of the

first event will have a stronger effect relatively

to the organisation of the nth event. Finally, I

assume that for the effect to be significant, the

organisation of events must be sustained in time

and recurrent.

At the level of comune, in deciding where to

set a threshold to delimit the geographic territory

a balance has to be struck between a too narrow

definition that would exclude the effect of activity

in the neighbouring area and penalised small

comune and a too wide definition that would

have spread the effect of some activity on almost

every comune. In my setting, I push outward

the actual boundary of each comune by 5 km

and measure the frequency of events occurring

either within the boundary or within the 5-km-

wide buffer zone encircling it (see Figure A7 in

the online Appendix for a visual example). I

assume 5 km beyond the limits of somebody’s

comune to be a reasonable distance to travel to

participate in a recurrent political event. But I

also assume a resident of a comune to be likely

familiar with what is going on in a so delimited

surrounding area; assuming that if a significant

effect exists, it must be socially mediated and does

not depend only on direct experience since the

number of those directly involved is very limited.6

The creation of a 5-km-wide buffer zone increases

on average the area of a comune by 12.8 times but

the effect is clearly more significant for the small

comune: because of the buffer zone, the ratio of

total area of the 20% smallest comune to the total

area of the largest 20% increases from about 5%

to about 22%.

6According to opinion surveys, less than 4% of the

population participated in political meetings in 2013

and less than 3% in 2016 (Istat 2013, 2016)
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FIGURE 7. Distribution of Meetups in the electorate, frequency of events and number of regis-
tered users
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FIGURE 8. Comune by the number of weeks
with at least one meetup event organised in
the two months before the general elections
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Following the assumption that events must

be sustained in time and recurrent to have an

effect on the election results, I consider the two

months preceding the elections of 2013 and 2018

and count the number of weeks in which at least

one event was organised in the comune or in the

surrounding 5-km-wide buffer zone. Based on

these two counts, I set a binary variable that I

use to define whether a comune was “treated” by

meetup events during the run-up to the election;

the variable assumes the value of 1 (or “treated”)

if at least one event was organised in at least two

distinct weeks during the two months preceding

the election, thus indicating a level of recurrence

and sustainment of the organisation over time.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of comune by the

number of weeks with organised events. Comune

with no event were 60% in 2013 and 71% in 2018

while “treated” comune were 29% in 2013 and

20% in 2018, which confirms a general decline in

activity (see also Figure 7).

Opinion survey data

Individual-level data is derived from five surveys

administered between 2013 and 2018. Two sur-

veys were curated by the Association of Italian Na-

tional Election Studies (Itanes) and administered

in 2013 (n=1508) and in 2018 (n=2573) immedi-

ately after the two elections (Associazione Itanes

2013, 2018). Three surveys were administered by

Istat in 2013 (n=20,275), 2014 (n=44,974), 2015

(n=45,204) and 2016 (43,360) (Istat 2013, 2014,

2015, 2016).

The two Itanes surveys and the three Istat sur-

veys contain comparable questions that directly

capture the political distress in terms of distrust

towards national political institutions.7 Trust to-

7The Itanes question for both 2013 and 2018 reads:

“How much trust do you have in these institutions (Par-

liament, political parties)? None at all, Not very much,

A fair amount, A great deal?”. The Istat question,

repeated every year, reads: “On a scale from 0 to 10,

how much do you trust the following institutions (Ital-
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wards local political institutions is not measured

by the two Itanes surveys but it is measured by

the Istat surveys. Because of the sample size of

the Istat opinion surveys, it is possible to infer an

estimate of political distress at the regional level

using the weighting computed by Istat and test

their association with other ecological variables as

explained in the next section. In general, political

trust is extremely low. Adding up the scalar opin-

ion about the different institutions, trust towards

national institutions (i.e. parties and parliament)

is stable and very low: on 0-10 scale is 2.7 in

2013, 2.9 in 2014, 2.9 in 2015 and 3.1 in 2016

according to the Istat survey while 2.7 in 2013

and 3.1 in 2018 according to the Itanes surveys.

Using the same codingmethod, trust towards local

governments (regions, provinces and comune) is

only slightly higher: 3.9 in 2013, 3.7 in 2014, 3.7

in 2015 and 3.9 in 2016 based on the Istat surveys.

The political position relatives to the M5S is

captured by two variables coded from the Itanes

surveys (the Istat surveys did not contain any

question relating respondents to political parties).

A binary variable describeswhether the responded

declared to have voted for the M5S in 2013 and

2018. A continuous variable coded only for 2013

ian parliament, political parties, regional government,

provincial government, municipal government)”.

on a scale 0-to-3 describes the declared closeness

to the M5S: not close, “merely a sympathizer”,

“fairly close” and “very close”.

At the individual level, the primary indicator

of economic distress is the perceived security of

employment or the objective lack of employment

as declared by the respondent. In order to test

for the association between economic distress and

voting M5S, different answers from the Itanes sur-

vey are coded to render more a nuanced variation.

A first binary variable captures the objective con-

dition of being unemployed. A second variable

only coded for 2013 on a 0-10 scale, captures the

subjective level of economic distress by coding

answers about the recent experience and the per-

ceived risk of somebody within the household

losing his or her job and about the direct expe-

rience of economic hardship. A third variable

measures on a 0-10 scale how positive is the per-

ception of the national economic situation during

the past and next 12 months.

In the Itanes survey, political engagement is

described by three variables which are only avail-

able for 2013. Political participation is captured

by a continuous variable which, on a scale 0-to-

10, indicates how many different participatory

actions (e.g. participating in meetings of political

parties, signing petitions, participating to street
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demonstrations) the respondent has performed in

the previous 12 months, with each type of action

weighting equally. A binary variable captures

whether the respondent participated to any polit-

ical meeting that was organised online. A con-

tinuous variable captures how often in the period

preceding the election the respondent discussed

political issues or the campaign either online or

face-to-face.

Additional variables that are coded from the

Itanes survey capture the primary medium to ac-

cess political information (TV, family and friends,

newspapers and magazines, the Internet in 2013

and social media or news websites in 2018) and

the level on interpersonal trust on a 0-to-10 scale.

Issue salience as measured by the two Itanes

survey is not used in the multivariate analysis but

still presented here as it depicts how the M5S

voters differentiate from the rest of the electorate

and in this sense provide some context to the

multivariate analysis. If we consider the most

relevant issues indicated by respondents as answer

to open-ended questions and coded by Itanes, only

economic insecurity in 2013 (see Figure 9) and

political corruption and unemployment in 2018

(see Figure 10) somehow emerge to differentiate

M5S voters from the rest of the sample.

Yet, in 2013, the difference in terms of the

FIGURE 9. The most and the second most
relevant issue in 2013 based on vote cast (in-
dividual level)
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Notes: Difference (Diff.) and standard error (SE) in
percentage points calculated for the most salient issue
between those who voted M5S and the rest of the sample.
Based on survey data (Associazione Itanes 2013).

issue economic insecurity was limited (2.3 per-

centage points) and in any case only a small

fraction of the sample (about 5%) indicated it as

a primary issue; in fact, that year a large majority

of the respondents indicated employment policies

as the most salient issue independently either if

they voted M5S or not. In 2018, the difference

over the two issues is instead more pronounced.

Political corruption was the most important issue

for 20% of M5S voters and the most or the second

most important issue for 35% of M5S voters –

and in both cases, the difference over the rest of

the sample was significant: 8 and 12 percentage
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FIGURE 10. The most and the second most
relevant issue in 2018 based on vote cast (in-
dividual level)
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points respectively. Unemployment, by far the

most important issue over the entire sample, was

only marginally more important among M5S vot-

ers than among the rest of the sample, although

the difference is statistically significant.

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Does political distress positively

affect meetup participation?

The first question involves the relationship be-

tween political distress and political participation.

The existence of a significant ecological corre-

lation between the two variables would support

the use of the latter variable as a proxy for the

former at levels of granularity where survey data

is simply not available.

TableA8 presents the standardised coefficients

and statistical significance of selected variables

from two model fitting functions used to predict

the number of meetup events per 10,000 residents

organised in each region every year between 2013

and 2016 (see Table A3 in Appendix for the full

results). The only difference between the two

models is given by the presence of social capital

variable in model 2. The two models include an

interaction term constituted by the unemployment

rate and the binary variable indicating if the region

is located in the North. The interaction term

is mainly justified by the assumption that the

unemployment rate might play a different role in

the North and in the South, where unemployment

(but also its variation) is historically higher.8

When we control for social capital, two of the

three variables capturing the local strength of so-

cial capital are significant and, after the variables

characterising the local economy, the number of

volunteers active in non-political associations has

the largest effect on the number of meetups. This

8in the 2013-2016 period, Northern regions reported

an unemployment rate between 5% and 12% while the

Southern regions between 8% and 22%.
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TABLE 1. Political distress and economic
distress predicting meetup events (regional
level, 2013-2016)

Meetup events per 10k ppl.
Mod. 1 (Beta) Mod. 2 (Beta)

Unemployment (pct) | North = 0 0.280 −0.116

Employment (pct) −1.290∗∗∗ −2.779∗∗∗

Income (procapite, 10K €) 0.291 0.281

Trust in national institutions −0.451∗∗∗ −0.308∗∗

Trust in local institutions 0.543∗∗ 0.094

Blood donors (pct) 0.469∗∗∗

Volunteers (pct) 1.211∗∗∗

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) 0.643

Unemployment X North 0.297 1.065∗∗

N 80 80
R-squared 0.507 0.621
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Selected standardised coefficients (Beta) from two
pooled OLS regressions with an interaction term
constituted by unemployment and the North binary
variable. Coefficients for all independent variables are
presented in Table A3 in the Appendix.

is in line with the social capital theory as formu-

lated by Putnam (1993), who found an important

association between mutual trust among citizens

and the existence of “networks of civic engage-

ment”: according to Putnam, trust also measured

by the tendency of citizens to associate with each

other (Putnam 1993, Chapter 6), produces more

civic engagement. A number of empirical stud-

ies (McAdam 1986; Gould 1991; Teorell 2003;

Han 2009), spanning over countries and centuries

have confirmed the existence of this association:

“increasing levels of politically relevant social

capital enhance the likelihood that a citizen will

be engaged in politics” (Lake and Huckfeldt 1998,

581).

Alongwith the local social capital endowment,

the local characteristics of the job market and the

structure of the local economy are also found to

have played an import role in the organisation of

meetups. The employment rate is a very strong

predictor along with the number and provenance

of the resident foreign population (see Table A3

in Appendix for details on these coefficients): dy-

namic economies with high participation rates

and a strong presence of non-African foreign pop-

ulation (the African-born population was signifi-

cantly more likely to be employed as low-skilled

agricultural workers) are all associated with a
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higher number of meetup organised in the region.

And yet economic distress, as captured by

the unemployment rate measured in the region,

appears to be a significant predictor for the or-

ganisation of meetups only conditionally on the

geographic area. In the South, unemployment –

characteristically higher than in the North – is not

significantly associated with any variation in the

number of meetups. Figure 11 helps to appreciate

the effect of unemployment on the organisation

of events when the other independent variables

are set to the median value observed in the two

geographic areas: an unemployment rate of about

12.5% is associated in the North with 5.6 meetup

events every 10,000 people more than in the South

for the same level of unemployment.

If the unemployment rate is only condition-

ally significant, political distress as measured by

trust towards national institutions is instead a sig-

nificant and strong predictor for the frequency

of events. This supports the argument that the

mobilisation of the M5S was a function of local

dissatisfaction towards national politics.

Estimating the correlation between political

distress and political participation within the M5S

at the individual level is complicated by two issues.

First, participation in a politicalmovement is a rare

event; this makes the Itanes sample too small to

FIGURE 11. Effect of unemployment on
meetups conditional on geography (regional
level, 2013-2016)
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in Table A8 given that the other independent variables are
set to the sample median.

meaningfully analyse participation among M5S

voters – only 10 respondents declared to have

voted for the M5S in 2013 and to be part of a

political organisation. Second, generally speaking

political participation (in whatever form) can be

expected to be positively associated with trust

in political institutions; those who participate

politically tend to be not only more educated but

also more trustful towards political institutions

(see Table A2 in the Appendix for a test of this

association based on the 2013 Istat survey). This

is consistent with the idea derived from the social

capital theory that those participating are more

invested in the political system: they participate
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because they have a positive expectation that their

effort will produce a worthwhile result. But of

course, in the context of the mobilisation around

the M5S political project, we would expect the

opposite: those who mobilise are significantly

more distrustful towards political institutions, in

line with the results presented in Table A8.

In light of these two issues, I introduce an

interaction term in the regression analysis based

on individual responses to the 2013 Itanes ques-

tionnaire: the interaction term is constituted by

the variables capturing trust towards national insti-

tutions and the closeness to the M5S. The results

are presented in Table 2. Controlling for the level

of political interest and education (which are not

surprisingly positively associated with political

participation) and conditionally on the trust to-

wards national institutions being zero (that is, the

highest level of political distress), as the closeness

to theMovement increases so does the expectation

of observing political participation from the same

respondents. The coefficients of the variables

that capture the social capital observed from the

individual perspective such as membership in a

non-political association and interpersonal trust

(very strongly associated the former, very weakly

the latter) – are consistent with the results from

the analysis at the regional level (see Table A8)

and with the social capital theory. Also consistent

with the regional analysis are the coefficients of

the variables capturing the economic condition of

the individual, which are not significant. More-

over, economic stress is not associated with any

variation in political participation. If we add an

interaction term constituted by closeness to the

M5S and perceived economic stress instead of

political distress (see Table A4 in the Appendix

for details), we find that conditional on economic

distress being zero closeness to the M5S still has a

significant and positive effect on political partici-

pation, suggesting that theM5S sympathisers who

actively engaged politically were, in fact, those

who experienced less economic distress.

In conclusion, the analysis at the regional

and individual level identifies three important el-

ements that acted as drivers for the mobilisation

of the M5S: first, social capital and especially

existing networks of local volunteer associations;

second, distrust towards national institutions; and,

third, the unemployment rate but only in the North

and only at the regional level since both variable

capturing subjective political distress at the indi-

vidual level are uncorrelated with political partic-

ipation. In other words, economic distress is not

a ubiquitous factor in explaining the mobilisation

and it is significant only in the areas not afflicted
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TABLE 2. Political distress and economic
distress predicting political participation (in-
dividual level, 2013)

Political participation
(Beta)

Closeness to M5S | Trust in nat. inst. = 0 0.121∗∗∗

Household perceived economic distress 0.045∗

Member of an association (bin.) 0.284∗∗∗

Interpersonal trust 0.053∗∗

Political interest 0.295∗∗∗

With university degree (bin) 0.129∗∗∗

Unemployed (bin) −0.021

Trust nat. inst. X closeness to M5S 0.000

N 1424
R-squared 0.311
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Selected standardised coefficients (Beta) from an
OLS regression with an interaction term constituted by
trust towards national institutions and the closeness to the
M5S. Coefficients for all independent variables are
presented in Table A4 in the Appendix. Based on survey
data (Associazione Itanes 2013).

by chronic, long-term unemployment.

Do meetups positively affect electoral

support?

To assess the effect of meetup events on electoral

support, I use a regression to estimate the effect of

the unemployment rate, the presence of organised

meetup events in the two months preceding the

elections and other control variables on the M5S

percentage vote at the level of comune in the gen-

eral elections of 2013 and 2018. The regression

coefficients are presented in Table 3, which are

non-standardised to simplify the interpretation

of the binary variable measuring meetup events

organised before the election. An interaction

term constituted by the unemployment rate and

the North binary variable is added to the model

consistently with the previous models and for the

same reason.

Again, we observe that unemployment is only

significant in the Northern comune. The coeffi-

cients of predictors that describe the other socio-

economic characteristics of the comune indicate

that both in 2013 and 2018, the M5S obtained

more votes in the comune characterised by lower

levels of income but with higher proportion of

university graduated among the population and
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TABLE 3. Meetups predicting M5S vote (co-
mune level, 2013 and 2018)

M5S vote, %
2013 (B) 2018 (B)

Unemployment (pct) | North = 0 0.025 0.042

+2 weeks with +1 event (2013) 0.008∗∗∗

+2 weeks with +1 event (2018) 0.006∗∗∗

Income (procapite, 10K €) −0.046∗∗∗ −0.047∗∗∗

Volunteers (pct) −0.169∗∗∗ −0.142∗∗∗

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) −0.057∗∗∗ −0.044∗∗∗

M5S vote in neigh. 2013 election (pct) 0.240∗∗∗

M5S vote in neigh. 2018 election (pct) 0.147∗∗∗

Unemployment X North 0.933∗∗∗ 1.059∗∗∗

N 7953 7953
R-squared 0.394 0.805
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Selected coefficients (B) from two OLS
regressions with a interaction term constituted by the
unemployment rate variable and the North binary variable.
Coefficients for all independent variables are presented in
Table A5 and A6 in the Appendix.

with higher participation rates (see Table A5 and

Table A6 in the Appendix). That is, moving from

a comune with an average per capita income of

14,150 euros at the top of the first quarter of the

distribution to a comune with an average income

of 19,460 at the top of the third quarter would

correspond to a decrease in 2.4 percentage points

of the M5S votes in 2013 and 2.5 in 2018.

Social capital variables (percentage of mem-

bers of nonprofit associations and turnout in the

2016 referendum) are both significant negative

predictors of M5S votes: a comune with 5 mem-

bers of volunteer non-political associations every

100 residents the M5S votes is expected to be 0.8

percentage points higher than in a comune with

10 members every 100 residents.

Finally, the binary variable that captures the

effect of the organisation of meetups events in the

period preceding the vote is a significant predictor

for electoral support in both general elections. The

coefficient suggests that the presence of at least

two recurrent events in the two months preced-

ing the election is associated with an increase of

0.8 percentage points in 2013 and 0.6 percentage

points in 2018, which is relevant even considering

that the average of electoral support in neighbour-

ing comune is controlled for (see Table A5 and

Table A6 in Appendix).
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In conclusion, we observe that also at the level

of comune an objective measure of ecological

economic distress such as the unemployment rate

does not predict the electoral support for the M5S.

Political distress was not directly measured at the

level of comune, still, the analysis presented so

far supports the argument that the frequency of

meetups captured – if only partially – political

distress: all considered, where political distress

is higher, we can expect to see a more significant

presence of meetup events.

The association between social capital, and

especially the existing network of local associa-

tions, and meetups (which is positive at regional

level) and the association between social capital

and meetups on one side and votes on the other

side must be investigated further. What problema-

tises the analysis is that if mobilisation always

benefit from social capital, especially intended

here as a diffuse practice of civic engagement,

the M5S benefits politically from the absence of

social capital and from the perceived void grown

between citizens and institutions, a void that is

almost by definition inversely proportional to the

endowment of social capital.

Is political distress or economic

distress a better predictor for M5S

support?

So far, I have connected political distress to elec-

toral support for the M5S only indirectly through

the presence (or absence) of meetup events in the

run-up to the elections of 2013 and 2018. Using

responses to the electoral survey administered

after the general election of 2013 and 2018 (Asso-

ciazione Itanes 2013, 2018), I now test the strength

and significance of the unmediated association.

The coefficients resulting from a logistic regres-

sion predicting a dichotomous outcome (having

voted or not for the M5S in 2013 and 2018) are

presented in Table 4.

Political distress is a strong and significant

predictor. Based on the results from a logistic

regression, when we set all the other independent

variables to the median value of the entire sample

and given that about 16% of the sample declared

to have voted for the M5S, the probability of

observing a M5S voter almost double from 7%

to 13% when trust towards national institution

(measured on a 0-10 scale) shifts from 5 to 0. In

2018, the effect of political distress is less strong

but still significant.

Economic distress is here captured by three
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TABLE 4. Political distress and economic
distress predicting M5S vote (individual
level, 2013 and 2018)

M5S vote (binary)
2013 (B) 2018 (B)

Trust in national institutions −0.139∗∗∗ −0.077∗∗∗

Household perceived economic distress 0.214∗∗∗

National economy perception 0.034 −0.176∗∗∗

Unemployed (bin) −0.435∗ −0.028

Internet primary info. source 0.997∗∗∗

Soc. media primary info. source (bin.) 0.458∗∗

Internet-mediated participation (bin.) 0.678∗∗

Frequency political talks 0.140∗∗

+2 weeks with +1 event (2013) −0.037

N 1459 1844
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Selected coefficients (B) from two logistic
regressions. Coefficients of all independent variables are
presented in Table A8. Based on survey data
(Associazione Itanes 2013, 2018).

different variables: an objective measure (be-

ing unemployed) and two subjective measures

based on the attitude towards the personal and

the national economic situation respectively. If

the subjective measures of economic distress are

significant and strong predictor of voting M5S,

the objective measure is again not correlated (in

2013 being unemployed is actually negatively

correlated but not strongly significant).

Variables capturing the access to political

information are not surprising effective predictor

of M5S vote giving the importance of the Internet

for the M5S for communication and organisation:

in 2013, setting the values of the other variables

to the sample median, a respondent declaring the

Internet as first or second most important source

for political information would be more than twice

more likely to vote for the Movement, with a

probability of 20% instead of 8.4%. Internet-

mediated participation is the second strongest

predictor associated with a probability of 15% of

voting for the M5S again instead of 8.4%.

Another important factor in determining the

probability of voting for the M5S is the frequency

of political talks (which is only measured in 2013).

This is an interesting result as it confirms that the

Movement’smessagewasmore actively socialised

during the 2013 campaign than the message of

other parties: a 2013 respondent talking politics

every day (either online or offline) is almost twice

as likely to vote for the M5S than a respondent

that never talked politics with a 10.9% probability

against a 6.5% probability in a scenario where

every other variable is set to the median value

observed in the sample.

The presence of recurrent meetup events in

the comune of the respondent (indicated in the

survey data) is not associated with an increase

probability of voting for the M5S. Nevertheless, I

argue that the effect on meetups is not necessarily

captured by a direct effect on votes. A few factors
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may contribute to complicating the observation

of a direct association. First, political participa-

tion is a rare event and especially participation

in political meeting – less than 4% of the Italian

population participated in a meeting of a political

party in 2013 (Istat 2013). That is, a direct effect

of meetups can only be measured on a very small

fraction of the electorate. Second, we already

noticed that political distress is significantly as-

sociated with voting for the M5S (see Table 4)

but also with political participation among M5S

sympathisers (see Table 2); the marginality of any

participatory behaviour can make its effect much

more difficult to observe because of its strong cor-

relation with political distress, which is instead a

more widespread behaviour.

A more effective approach is instead to mea-

sure the effect of the presence in the respondent’s

comune of a meetup on the frequency of political

talks, which as we noticed can potentially double

the probability of voting for the M5S. This ap-

proach has two justifications. First, it assumes that

given the predominance of non-participation, the

effect of a political meeting (if any) must be ob-

served also in a change of behaviour among those

who did not participate in the meeting. Second,

the frequency of political talks can be captured

with a continuous variable making thus possible

TABLE 5. Political distress and meetups pre-
dicting political talks among M5S voters (in-
dividual level, 2013)

Frequency political talks
1 (B) 2 (B)

+2 weeks with +1 event (2013) 0.511∗∗ 0.728

Trust in national institutions −0.067 −0.147∗∗∗

Household perceived economic comfort 0.011 0.053

Political interest 0.191∗∗∗ 0.183∗∗∗

With university degree (bin) 0.453∗∗ 0.488∗∗

Unemployed (bin) −0.285 −0.265

Female −0.366∗∗ −0.383∗∗

Volunteers (pct) 4.446∗∗ 4.584∗∗

+2 w. +1 e. X trust nat. inst. −0.135∗

+2 w. +1 e. X HH eco. comfort −0.073

Constant 4.032∗∗∗ 4.095∗∗∗

N 230 230
R-squared 0.349 0.343
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Selected coefficients (B) from two OLS
regressions with an interaction term constituted by the
frequency of meetups and political or economic distress.
Coefficients for all independent variables are presented in
Table A8. Based on survey data (Associazione Itanes
2013, 2018) and on data collected by the author from the
Meetup.com API.

to measure a progressive impact.

I define two regression models to predict the

impact on the frequency of political talks among

respondentswho voted for theM5S in 2013 charac-

terised by a single interaction term constituted by

the same binary variable used in models presented

previously capturing the organisation locally of at

least one event in at least two different weeks in the

period preceding the election and political distress

or economic distress. Political distress is mea-
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sured by trust towards national institutions while

economic distress is now measured by perceived

economic comfort (instead of distress): a value of

zero indicates for both variables the highest level

of distress so to facilitate the interpretation of the

other variable constituting the interaction term.

The addition of the interaction term is justified

by the consideration that the effect of meetups

is conditional on individual predispositions: it is

unlikely that people with a very high level of trust

towards the national political institutions were

receptive of the M5S message. Selected coeffi-

cients from the two OLS regression are presented

in Table 5 (and full results in Table A8 in the

Appendix).

We observe that after controlling for demo-

graphic variables and interest in politics, the pres-

ence of meetups has an effect on the frequency of

political talks conditionally on the level of trust

towards national institutions being very low. We

do not notice a similar effect when the interac-

tion term is constituted by subjective economic

distress instead. To help to appreciate the con-

ditional effect of political distress, the top panel

of Figure 12 maps the association between trust

towards political institutions and the frequency

of political talks conditionally on the presence or

absence of sustained meetup events. According

FIGURE 12. Effect of political distress on po-
litical talks conditional on meetups and the
distribution of the level of trust among M5S
voters (individual level, 2013)
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to the prediction based on the model, for very low

levels of trust, there is a significant difference. In

this case, the effect is not marginal: as the bottom

panel of Figure 12 indicates, given their level of

political distress about one-third of M5S voters

in the sample would be predicted to significantly

increase the frequency of political in the presence

of meetups.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this paper suggests that

political distress was a very relevant component

of the electoral success of the M5S throughout

the country in both 2013 and 2018. The effect

of political distress on the electoral support of

the Movement is found to be significant both

directly and indirectly. Distrust towards political

institutions is strongly associated with voting for

the M5S both at the individual and aggregate

level. But also, in the presence of active meetups,

very high – but not uncommon – levels of distrust

increased the frequency of political talks. And, at

the individual level, the frequency political talks

increased the likelihood of voting for the M5S in

2013 independently from political distress.

The effect of economic distress is insteadmore

complex. Unemployment is not unconditionally

linked to electoral support. And yet at the indi-

vidual level the perception of economic precarity

– but, again, not the condition of being unem-

ployed – is a powerful predictor for M5S vote.

In other words, the association between electoral

support and economic anxiety is conditional on

not being subjectively in economic distress be-

cause unemployed. Support did not come from

those who would have appeared to be the most

economically distressed in the most economically

deprived comune of the country.

Economic distress cannot explain the elec-

toral success of the M5S – unprecedented for any

political movement in Europe after 1945. The

Movement’s support grew exceptionally fast con-

sidering that the M5S itself was not based on any

existing organisation. What sustained the vertical

ascension of the Movement – from marginal on-

line communities to the national political arena –

and the associated and simultaneous horizontal

diffusion throughout the country, was political dis-

tress. The charismatic leadership of Beppe Grillo

(Bordignon and Ceccarini 2013) and his capacity

to earn and direct the attention of national media

channels (Cosenza 2014) contributed to make

the M5S a familiar political actor for millions of

voters.9 But this does not explain variations in re-

9Yet, it is worth noticing that the attention dedicated by

the legacy media during the 2013 campaign to theM5S

was significantly lower than the attention dedicated to
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FIGURE 13. Causal diagram relating the
presence of recurrent meetups conditional
on high political distress to voting.

Meetup

Frequency
Political Talks=

High political 
distress

Voting
M5S

ceptivity to theM5Smessage across the electorate

if we assume that themessagewas homogeneously

broadcasted.

Economic distress, inflated by the financial

crisis and the long-term stagnation, made millions

of voters responsive to the political message of

the M5S centred on strong anti-establishment

rhetoric. But themass socialisation of the political

project of the M5S was sustained by political

distress, first, because it directly translated into

the creation of a diffuse network of meetups and,

second, because a combination of high political

distress and the presence of meetups increased

the frequency of political talks among future M5S

voters independently from direct participation in

the meetups (see Figure 13).

The role played by social capital in the mobil-

isation effort of the Movement, which intensively

the three other major parties (AGCOM 2016).

relied on the Internet’s affordances to forge its

political identity but also to efficiently mediate

communication and coordination, must be inves-

tigated further. Social capital is found to be

positively associated at the aggregate and indi-

vidual level with the territorial mobilisation and

at the individual level with the socialisation of

politics. This is not surprising and in line with

an understanding of social capital as functional

(and critical) to political action. And yet the

success of the Movement, both in terms of votes

and the territorial distribution of meetups, is not

perceivably constrained in the areas where social

capital was arguably significantly weaker – where,

in fact, the M5S performed significantly better in

the 2018 general election. Two possible scenarios

must be investigated. First, local conditions made

the socialisation of the Movement structurally

easier because less dependent on a network of

existing citizens’ associations. Second, the Inter-

net solving a coordination problem significantly

improved the ability of interested citizens to meet

and organise even in the absence of existing social

ties.

The Five Star Movement tapped into under-

ground streams of political distress that were

detected in Western representative democracies

in the late 1950s and that have been growing ever
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since. If political distress is fundamentally mo-

tivated by a lack of trust in government, distrust

is fed by two complementary interpretations of

the problem affecting the political system: repre-

sentative institutions are unresponsive to citizens’

demands because they do not represent the inter-

ests of citizens or because they lack the capacity

to defend them (see Hardin 2000). Whatever

the interpretation, citizens saw a void between

them and the actors who were institutionally (and

constitutionally) responsible to represent them

and adjusted politically. In the Italian context,

the adjustment corresponded also to an increase

in political engagement. Both Internet-mediated

meetups and political talks taking place on social

media or face-to-face helped the socialisation of

the message of the M5S – which was to bridge

the void separating citizens from political power –

and finally its electoral success.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL TABLES

TABLE A1. Predictors of publicity status of meetup groups (meetup group level, 2005-2018)

Meetup group is public

logistic

Members (log.) 0.047∗

Distance to first +10,000 pple. city (log.) 0.037∗∗∗

Unemployment rate (perc.) 5.806∗∗∗

North (binary) −0.223∗∗

Income (procapite) 0.00002∗∗

Time (days) −0.0003∗∗∗

Constant 5.359∗∗∗

N 7442

Log Likelihood −3728.438

AIC 7470.876

∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
Notes: Ecological variables are set according to the comune where the group is located. Based on data collected by the

author from the Meetup.com API.
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TABLE A2. Political stress predicting political participation and trust in local institutions (indi-
vidual level, 2013)

Political participation Trust in local institutions
OLS OLS

Model 1 Model 2
(B) (B)

Trust in national institutions 0.708∗∗∗ 7.598∗∗∗

Trust in local institutions −0.028∗∗∗

Education level 0.214∗∗∗ −0.081∗∗∗

North (bin) −0.269∗∗∗ 0.920∗∗∗

Member of an association (bin.) 1.104∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗

Interpersonal trust 0.023∗∗∗

Comune type: Periphery of metropolitan area 0.063 0.202∗∗∗

Comune type: up to 2000 0.013 0.778∗∗∗

Comune type: between 2001 and 10,000 0.098∗∗ 0.572∗∗∗

Comune type: between 10.001 and 50,000 0.051 0.373∗∗∗

Comune type: over 50,000 0.086∗ 0.284∗∗∗

Unemployed (bin) −0.064 −0.133∗∗∗

Age 0.016∗∗∗ 0.005

Male (bin) 0.349∗∗∗ −0.023

Constant −0.480∗∗∗ 1.034∗∗∗

N 16475 16990
R-squared 0.141 0.528
Adj. R-squared 0.140 0.528
Residual Std. Error 1.529 (df = 16460) 1.661 (df = 16977)
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Based on survey data (Istat 2013).
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TABLE A3. Political distress and economic distress predicting meetup events (regional level,
2013-2016)

Meetup events (per 10k people)
OLS panel

linear
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

(B) (beta) (B) (beta) (B) (B)
North (bin) | Unemployment = 0 −3.283 −0.403 −15.690∗∗∗ −1.925∗∗∗ −3.431 −17.009∗∗∗

Population density (log) 26.715 0.297 95.878∗∗ 1.065∗∗ 27.751 99.424∗∗

Unemployment (pct) | North = 0 26.410 0.280 −10.924 −0.116 25.173 −14.842

employment −72.565∗∗∗ −1.290∗∗∗ −156.341∗∗∗ −2.779∗∗∗ −77.499∗∗∗ −164.100∗∗∗

Population over 65 (pct) 70.000∗∗∗ 0.411∗∗∗ 10.270 0.060 71.461∗∗∗ 10.078

Foreign population (pct) 242.844∗∗∗ 2.158∗∗∗ 283.309∗∗∗ 2.518∗∗∗ 238.877∗∗∗ 291.541∗∗∗

Foreign African population (pct) −506.791∗∗∗ −1.272∗∗∗ −280.693∗∗ −0.705∗∗ −503.126∗∗∗ −261.926∗∗

Income (procapite, 10K €) 0.245 0.291 0.236 0.281 0.261 0.240

With university degree (pct) −24.550 −0.128 −1.575 −0.008 −14.093 5.788

Trust in national institutions −3.436∗∗∗ −0.451∗∗∗ −2.344∗∗ −0.308∗∗ −3.856∗∗∗ −2.536∗∗

Trust in local institutions 1.413∗∗ 0.543∗∗ 0.245 0.094 1.646∗∗∗ 0.052

Blood donors (pct) 0.024∗∗∗ 0.469∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗

Volunteers (pct) 105.988∗∗∗ 1.211∗∗∗ 121.175∗∗∗

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) 39.288 0.643 40.604

year −0.393 −0.110 −0.329 −0.092

Unemployment X North −1.463 −0.237 3.007 0.488 −1.453 3.635∗

Constant 792.017 0.000 708.577 0.000

N 80 80 80 80
R-squared 0.507 0.621 0.497 0.615
Adj. R-squared 0.410 0.524 0.378 0.501
Residual Std. Error 3.086 (df = 66) 2.773 (df = 63)
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Coefficients (B) from pooled and fixed effect regressions with an interaction testing for interaction between
unemployment and the north binary variable. Standardised coefficients (Beta) are presented for the two pooled
regressions.
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TABLE A4. Political distress and economic distress predicting political participation (individ-
ual level, 2013)

Political participation
OLS

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(B) (Beta) (B) (Beta) (B) (Beta)

Trust in national institutions 0.046∗∗ 0.056∗∗ 0.034∗ 0.042∗ 0.034∗ 0.042∗

Closeness to M5S identity 0.342∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗ 0.330∗∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗ 0.214∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗

Household perceived economic distress 0.035∗ 0.045∗ 0.049∗∗ 0.064∗∗ 0.035∗ 0.046∗

Member of an association (bin.) 1.201∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗∗ 1.193∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗∗ 1.190∗∗∗ 0.281∗∗∗

Interpersonal trust 0.038∗∗ 0.053∗∗ 0.037∗∗ 0.051∗∗ 0.037∗∗ 0.051∗∗

Political interest 0.179∗∗∗ 0.295∗∗∗ 0.180∗∗∗ 0.297∗∗∗ 0.180∗∗∗ 0.297∗∗∗

With university degree (bin) 0.661∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗ 0.643∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗ 0.655∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗

Unemployed (bin) −0.117 −0.021 −0.112 −0.020 −0.120 −0.022

Female −0.063 −0.018 −0.057 −0.016 −0.062 −0.018

Age −0.007∗∗∗ −0.071∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.065∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.069∗∗∗

Population density (log) 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.011 0.009

Distance to first +10,000 pple. city (log) −0.003 −0.006 −0.004 −0.010 −0.003 −0.007

Trust nat. inst. X closeness to M5S −0.061∗ −0.061∗

HH eco. distress X closeness to M5S −0.045∗ −0.061∗

Constant 0.297 0.000 0.245 0.000 0.313 0.000

N 1424 1424 1424
R-squared 0.311 0.311 0.309
Adj. R-squared 0.304 0.304 0.303
Residual Std. Error 1.402 (df = 1410) 1.402 (df = 1410) 1.403 (df = 1411)
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Standardised coefficients (Beta) from an OLS regression with an interaction term constituted by trust towards
national institutions and the closeness to the M5S. Based on survey data (Associazione Itanes 2013)
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TABLE A5. Meetups predicting M5S vote (comune level, 2013)

M5S vote 2013, %
OLS

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
w/t interaction term (B) w/tout interaction term (B) North only (B) South only (B)

Population density (log) −0.009∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

Distance to first +10,000 pple. city (log) −0.002∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗

Unemployment (pct) 0.025 0.332∗∗∗ 0.719∗∗∗ 0.001

North (bin) −0.046∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗

Housewive among population (pct) 0.350∗∗∗ 0.335∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗ 0.384∗∗∗

Workforce participation (pct) 0.994∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗ 0.551∗∗∗ 1.113∗∗∗

Population over 65 (pct) 0.513∗∗∗ 0.480∗∗∗ 0.235∗∗∗ 0.558∗∗∗

With university degree (pct) 0.352∗∗∗ 0.459∗∗∗ 0.382∗∗∗ 0.037

Foreign population (pct) −0.347∗∗∗ −0.314∗∗∗ −0.303∗∗∗ −0.203∗∗

Foreign African population (pct) −0.009 −0.088 −0.234∗∗∗ 1.394∗∗∗

M5S vote in neigh. 2013 election (pct) 0.240∗∗∗ 0.252∗∗∗ 0.204∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗

+2 weeks with +1 event (2013) 0.008∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗

Income (procapite, 10K €) −0.046∗∗∗ −0.061∗∗∗ −0.062∗∗∗ −0.003

Volunteers (pct) −0.169∗∗∗ −0.211∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗ −0.073∗

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) −0.057∗∗∗ −0.064∗∗∗ −0.090∗∗∗ −0.019

Unemployment X North 0.933∗∗∗

Constant −0.441∗∗∗ −0.408∗∗∗ −0.046 −0.619∗∗∗

N 7953 7953 5401 2552
R-squared 0.394 0.378 0.393 0.420
Adj. R-squared 0.393 0.377 0.392 0.416
Residual Std. Error 4.114 (df = 7936) 4.168 (df = 7937) 3.710 (df = 5386) 4.565 (df = 2537)
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Coefficients (B) from two regressions with a interaction term constituted by the unemployment rate variable and the
North binary variable.
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TABLE A6. Meetups predicting M5S vote (comune level, 2018)

M5S vote 2018, %
OLS

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
w/t interaction term (B) w/tout interaction term (B) North only (B) South only (B)

Population density (log) −0.001∗ −0.001 −0.005∗∗∗ 0.002

Distance to first +10,000 pple. city (log) −0.002∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗

Unemployment (pct) 0.042 0.396∗∗∗ 1.113∗∗∗ −0.206∗∗∗

North (bin) −0.145∗∗∗ −0.048∗∗∗

Housewive among population (pct) 0.214∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗ −0.0003 0.194∗∗∗

Workforce participation (pct) 0.230∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗ 0.116∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗

Population over 65 (pct) −0.232∗∗∗ −0.255∗∗∗ −0.268∗∗∗ −0.332∗∗∗

With university degree (pct) 0.252∗∗∗ 0.373∗∗∗ 0.443∗∗∗ −0.508∗∗∗

Foreign population (pct) −0.385∗∗∗ −0.347∗∗∗ −0.333∗∗∗ −0.733∗∗∗

Foreign African population (pct) −0.168∗∗ −0.256∗∗∗ −0.263∗∗∗ 1.260∗∗∗

M5S vote in neigh. 2018 election (pct) 0.147∗∗∗ 0.157∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗

+2 weeks with +1 event (2018) 0.006∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.001 0.018∗∗∗

Income (procapite, 10K €) −0.047∗∗∗ −0.065∗∗∗ −0.060∗∗∗ 0.012

Volunteers (pct) −0.142∗∗∗ −0.191∗∗∗ −0.208∗∗∗ −0.067

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) −0.044∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗ −0.136∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗

Unemployment X North 1.059∗∗∗

Constant 0.345∗∗∗ 0.369∗∗∗ 0.360∗∗∗ 0.330∗∗∗

N 7953 7953 5401 2552
R-squared 0.805 0.800 0.474 0.422
Adj. R-squared 0.805 0.799 0.473 0.419
Residual Std. Error 4.519 (df = 7936) 4.582 (df = 7937) 3.738 (df = 5386) 5.419 (df = 2537)
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Coefficients (B) from two regressions with a interaction term constituted by the unemployment rate variable and the
North binary variable.
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TABLE A7. Political distress and economic distress predicting M5S vote (individual level, 2013
and 2018)

M5S vote
glm: quasibinomial

link = logit
2013 (bin.) 2018 (bin.)
Model 1 Model 2

Unemployed (bin) −0.435∗ −0.028

Household perceived economic distress 0.214∗∗∗

National economy perception 0.034 −0.176∗∗∗

Unemployment (pct) −6.840 1.197

Employment (pct) −0.884 −2.460

Interpersonal trust 0.013 −0.005

Internet primary info. source 0.997∗∗∗

News websites primary info. source (bin.) 0.051

Soc. media primary info. source (bin.) 0.458∗∗

Family/Friends primary info. source (bin.) 0.154 0.169

TV primary info. source (bin.) −0.019 −0.090

Newspapers/Magazines primary info. source (bin.) 0.265 −0.359∗∗

+2 weeks with +1 event (2013) −0.037

Trust in national institutions −0.139∗∗∗ −0.077∗∗∗

Internet-mediated participation (bin.) 0.678∗∗

M5S vote 2013 election (pct) 6.932∗∗∗

M5S vote in neigh. 2013 election (pct) −1.220

Volunteers (pct) −2.203 −5.443

Population density (log) 0.092

Distance to first +10,000 pple. city (log) 0.004

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) −0.050

Size of comune −0.034

Income (procapite/family, norm.) 0.054 −0.079∗∗

Frequency political talks 0.140∗∗

Constant −2.873∗ 2.202∗∗

N 1459 1844
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Coefficients (B) from two logistic regressions. Based on survey data (Associazione Itanes 2013, 2018).
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TABLE A8. Political distress and meetups predicting political talks (individual level, 2013)

Frequency political talks
+2 weeks with +1 event (2013) 0.511∗∗ 0.728 0.648∗∗

Trust in national institutions −0.067 −0.147∗∗∗ −0.049

Household perceived economic distress −0.004

Internet-mediated participation (bin.) 1.316∗∗

Political interest 0.191∗∗∗ 0.183∗∗∗ 0.187∗∗∗

Closeness to M5S identity 0.040 0.042 0.026

With university degree (bin) 0.453∗∗ 0.488∗∗ 0.432∗∗

Unemployed (bin) −0.285 −0.265 −0.245

Female −0.366∗∗ −0.383∗∗ −0.395∗∗

Age 0.005 0.006 0.006

Volunteers (pct) 4.446∗∗ 4.584∗∗ 4.424∗∗

Turnout 2016 referendum (pct) −2.378∗∗ −2.440∗∗ −2.386∗∗

Population density (log) 0.103 0.119 0.122∗

Distance to first +10,000 pple. city (log) 0.055∗∗ 0.057∗∗ 0.056∗∗

+2 w. +1 e. X trust nat. inst. 0.180

+2 w. +1 e. X HH eco. distress 0.011 0.053

+2 w. +1 e. X Internet-med. part. −0.135∗ −0.148∗

Trust nat. inst. X Internet-med. part. −0.073

+2 w. +1 e. X trust nat. inst. X Internet-med. part. −1.510∗∗

nat_pol_trust:internet_mediated_part −0.172

Constant 4.032∗∗∗ 4.095∗∗∗ 4.144∗∗∗

N 230 230 230
R-squared 0.349 0.343 0.369
∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1

Notes: Coefficients (B) from regressions with an interaction term constituted by the frequency of meetups and political or
economic distress. Based on survey data (Associazione Itanes 2013, 2018) and on data collected by the author from the
Meetup.com API.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL FIGURES
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FIGURE A1. Italian comune in 2013
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FIGURE A2. Italian comune in 2018
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FIGUREA6. Comune “treated” in 2013 and 2018 byMeetup events organised in the twomonths
preceding the elections in the comune or in the 5-km-wide surrounding buffer
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FIGURE A7. The comune of Parlasco: limit of the geographic unit and 5 km buffer.
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FIGURE A10. Distribution of population density and distance from closest city with 10,000
residents or more (comune level
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FIGURE A11. Trust towards national and local institutions at regional level (Istat 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016) on a 0-to-10 scale and number of meetup events
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